Welcome
I’m so glad you are here. I wrote Slow Down, Mama because I once lived the kind of life where
people regularly told me I was too busy. Despite the concern of people around me, I wanted to
prove I could do it all. I thought I could find fulfillment through productivity, and win friendship
and approval by being all things to all people.
One of the biggest gifts in the healing journey I have been on has been the other women who
have cheered me along, told me the truth in love, and prayed over me. Without their
encouragement and support, I might still be stuck on a hamster wheel, burning myself out and
missing what matters most. Because I know the precious importance of other women, I
encourage using this book with others as a group study.
I purposely kept each of the 31 chapters short enough that a busy mom could read through one
in five to ten minutes a day. You can read first thing in the morning, before bed at night, or you
can lock yourself in the restroom for a bit (aka mom’s quiet time). Read while the kids are
eating a snack. You only need to carve out three times to read in between group meetings.
Each meeting you will discuss around three to four chapters centered around a theme.
Of course it is best to read the assigned chapters in the book so you can get the most out of
time with your group. If you don’t read, please don’t miss out on being together with the other
women. Sometimes during a group meeting you will hear just the nugget of truth you need.
You might find someone shares something you relate to and that story might be the very thing
God uses to spur you forward towards the life He wants to give you. You can always read the
chapters after meeting if you fall behind the group schedule. Please, don’t make this stressful.
In the book, at the end of each chapter, I provided questions to help you remember what stood
out to you. The group discussion builds on those and provides a way for each of you to talk
about what you are learning and then commit to making changes bit by bit.
My prayer for you is that you find sweet fellowship with one another as you live out God’s
desire for us as women – that we would spur one another on in love and good deeds. This
involves choosing well and doing less so that the things we do are more intentional and in
accordance with our truest purpose. May God richly bless you as you slow down.
If you would like to arrange for me to come speak to your group after you have gone through
the book, please contact me at https://pattyhscott.com/patty-speaks/

Blessings ~ Patty

How to Use This Guide
In the following pages, each week has one page for you to use with your group. The top of the
page has the chapters your group members should read before coming to the gathering. If a
member does not read, they may still attend. People receive blessings from discussing the
topics in this book, even if they did not have a chance to fit in the reading. Encourage members
to carve out 5-10 minutes a day for reading if they can. They will get more out of this book by
reading it on their own before meeting with the group.
The next section of each page has a “Starting the Gathering.” This is a simple reminder to make
all members of the group feel welcome in whatever style you use as a leader. Some people
always make themselves at home in a group. Others hold back or feel insecure. Keep a pulse
on each woman to be sure they are included at the level they feel comfortable. It is as
important that women feel nurtured and supported over these ten weeks as it is that they
integrate the principles from the book.
You can pray to start the group gathering or have another member pray. If you feel led, focus
your prayers on the topics you have covered in the weekly reading. Pray over the women
attending and over any who could not be present that week.
Following your starting of the group, you can run through the questions on the page. These are
provided as a guide to facilitate discussion. Feel free to remind women to keep their comments
short enough for everyone to get an opportunity to share. After the first or second week, you
will have a feel for how talkative your group is as well as which members talk more than others.
Your group will benefit when you call out more quiet members or when you remind everyone
to make room for all present to share.
On each page there is a “Closing the Gathering” section which includes reminding everyone of
the reading to be done before the next gathering, where you will be meeting, and what time
you will meet. Once you have given these reminders, you can close the meeting in prayer. You
can either allow everyone time to chime in with prayer, or pick one member to pray over the
group.
If you like, some of the women may choose to pair up or to “mentor” other women in the
group. This can include making a mid-week call to see how progress is going. Be sure this is
done in a very supportive and encouraging spirit.

I love hearing from you – share your testimonies at
https://pattyhscott.com/slowdownmama/

Week One:

The Hurried Way We Live vs. Living for What Matters
What to Read:
Introduction, Chapters 1 & 2

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. Share with the group what drew you to want to study this book. When you think about
your life in terms of busyness, what comes to mind?
2. Open the cover of your book (back or front) and write what you hope to gain by the
time you finish this book. Maybe you want more free time, a deeper sense of calm and
peace, a greater ability to savor relationships, or an increased sense of purpose. If you
feel willing, share what you wrote with the group.
If you need time to think about this, don’t rush yourself. Take time this coming week to
write down your desired hope or deeper longings on the inside of one of the covers.
3. Patty shares some of the beliefs that drove her to be busy for all the wrong reasons.
What kinds of ideas or habits keep you overly busy?
4. After reading the Introduction and Chapter One, what stood out that you want to
remember and why?
5. Did you already identify changes you are inspired to make? What are those changes?
6. When you think of asking for support, how do you feel? Do you have women in your
life, a husband, or a mentor who could encourage you as you seek to make changes?
7. As you read Chapter Two, what stood out that you want to remember, and why?
8. What is your “why”? (What will deeply motivate you to change how you are living?)

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Two:

The Roots of Our Busyness
What to Read:
Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. Have you been more aware of busyness? Did you find yourself being more intentional?
2. After Reading Chapters Three through Six, what stood out that you wanted to
remember? (See your notes at the end of each chapter and share what stood out most)
3. Do you relate to Get-Er-Done Girl or Superwoman Syndrome? If so, did you think of any
ways you wanted to release the need to do it all, fill every blank, or live a life centered
around accomplishment?
4. Do you relate to “other-centered” reasons for staying busy, such as people pleasing,
avoiding loneliness, or FOMO?
5. How do you respond to loneliness? Do you find yourself isolating, or do you fill your
time to keep from being uncomfortable alone?
6. Are you more of an easy-going, relaxed personality. What has been your experience
when trying on organization or time-management approaches designed for more type-A
people?
7. Do you suffer from perfectionism? Can you relate to the idea that perfectionism is a
straightjacket?
8. What hope did you find in the end of Chapter Six? Are you thinking about reclining onto
God? Do you feel ready to release your need to be in control and get it all right?
9. What habits do you want to cultivate after reading these chapters? (Maybe you want to
build in rest, develop an attitude of gratitude, invest more intentionally in meaningful
relationships, or establish healthy boundaries).

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Three:

Refining Your Purpose
What to Read:
Chapters 7 & 8

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How have you been growing over the past week? How have you struggled (2 min each)
2. When you read Chapters Seven and Eight, what stuck out to you?
3. How do you feel, or what thoughts come to mind, when you think about starting fresh
today with aiming towards a more intentional life?
4. When you think about intention and destination (like buying a ticket for a trip) what
thoughts come to mind?
5. As you answered the questions on pages 69-70, what was clarified for you in terms of
character traits you want to cultivate?
6. Have you prioritized the mission of motherhood? Regardless of the ages of your
children how can you be more intentional in how you mother?
7. How did the questions on pages 66-7 help you clarify what values and callings direct
your life?
8. How can viewing your purpose as a filter simplify decisions you need to make?
9. How did the questions on pages 81-82 help further clarify your purpose?
10. What do you want to do next to solidify what you have explored this week in terms of
your purpose and calling?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Four:

Knowing Your Capacity and Living Within It
What to Read:
Chapters 9 & 10

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How did focusing on your purpose last week help you live more intentionally?
2. Are you carrying a load that is more than you can bear (like Patty with the groceries)?
3. How can staying in the day at hand help diminish your feeling of overwhelm?
4. What do you think your capacity is? What are you able to do? How do you know when
you’ve gone over capacity?
5. How do you dial down your expectations and commitments when crisis hits?
6. Did you do a time survey? If so, briefly share what you learned. If not, would you like to
plan to do one this coming week? (go to pattyhscott.com/slowdownmama/ for a form)
7. Jesus says (and He means it) that His yoke is easy and his burden is light. Do you live in
light of this truth? How have you added to your own burden and yoke to make them
difficult and heavy?
8. Can you think about what might have to be removed from your schedule to make room
for you to live more fully within your capacity and purpose?
9. What support do you need in order to take action in cutting back to live within your
capacity and purpose? How will you ask for the support you need?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Five:

Identifying and Eliminating Distractions
What to Read:
Chapters 11, 12, 13

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How did you live more within your capacity and purpose this past week? What
challenges did you face? (2 min each to leave room for everyone)
2. After reading Chapters Eleven, Twelve, and Thirteen what stood out that you wanted to
remember?
3. What are some time suckers you face consistently? Talk about your use of screens.
4. Have you fallen for the myth of multitasking? How has trying to do too many things at
once ended up poorly for you?
5. How have you allowed others’ priorities and interruptions to derail you from what you
know is your real priority and purpose in a given day?
6. How do you make room to allow your children to “interrupt” you? What boundaries do
you have in place to help moderate the constant stream of demands?
7. Does it help you to think through the three key questions Patty shared? (Is this lifethreatening? Can it wait? Does this have to be done by me?)
8. How do internal distractions such as worry, stress, daydreaming, or perfectionism keep
you from feeling free to live out your purpose and calling?
9. What solutions am I embracing to help manage distractions – including screen use?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Six:

Making Room for Relationships
What to Read:
Chapters 14, 15

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How have you managed distractions over the past week? Did you make priorities and
stick to them? (2 minute share for each member to leave time for everyone).
2. Are you able to give the gift of your presence – especially to your husband and children?
3. Can you relate to gulping down your food as a mom? What else do you gulp down?
4. How can you start to be more aware of savoring the people around you?
5. Do you have the three levels of friendship in your life: mentor, side-by-side, ministry?
Where do you need to seek out relationships?
6. How did filling out the concentric circles on page 142 help you think through
relationships and how you spend time to invest in people?
7. When thinking about setting boundaries, how do you stay in your lane? What can you
do to increase focusing on your own calling and purposes?
8. Have you experienced toxic relationships? How do you need to set healthy limits in
these for your benefit and theirs? (Please don’t mention names during this discussion)
9. How does considering God’s boundaries in your life (pruning, His “no” answers) give you
a sense of assurance or comfort? Is it difficult for you to accept God’s limits?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Seven:

Making Room for Rest
What to Read:
Chapters 16, 17, 18, 19

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How have you been more aware of savoring people, cultivating meaningful
relationships, or setting healthy boundaries this week?
2. Do you resist rest?
3. Are you more of a risker or a rester?
4. Have you given much thought to how we work at entering rest? Does God’s call to rest
feel more like an invitation or an impossible demand?
5. What did you learn about living a quiet life from the reading this week? How do you
want to cultivate a lifestyle that includes rest?
6. Without getting into theological controversy, what are your thoughts about including
sabbath into your routine?
7. Have you made a point of getting away for extended periods of time for a personal
retreat? What would it take to work this into your life?
8. Do you leave margin in your days and week? If not, how can you build in more margin?
Do you see the value in purposely planning margin around the edges of your life?
9. Of the gifts of rest Patty mentioned in Chapter Eighteen and the contentment Patty
describes in Chapter Nineteen, what appeals to you most? What do you long for in
terms of benefits that rest will bring? What will it take to make needed changes?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Eight:
Planning Your Way
What to Read:
Chapters 20, 21, 22, 23

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. How have you considered the importance of rest this past week? Have you made any
adjustments to build in margin or to work to enter rest? (2 min sharing per woman)
2. What personality do you most relate to in terms of organizing and time management:
• The Leader
• Loyal Peacemakers
• Behind the Scenes Organizer
• Life of the Party.
3. How do the specific ideas Patty shared for your personality help you?
4. Do you already have a system or approach to planning? How well is it working for you?
5. What aspect of planning that Patty shared do you need to incorporate (The 90-Day Plan,
The Weekly Plan, Setting aside time for planning, Being flexible with your plan, Having a
Morning and Evening Routine)?
6. How does living in the day at hand bless you in releasing stress and worry?
7. What approach to staying in the day at hand will bless you most (Being still, Trusting
God’s provision of manna, Focusing on the day at hand alone)?
8. Have you used a brain dump to sort your thoughts and regain clarity? How can a brain
dump be useful to you?
9. How can you apply the “I Ate That” approach to sorting out your Brain Dump or To-Do
list help you (Evaluate, Eliminate, Delegate or Collaborate, and Procrastinate)?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Nine:

Decision Making and Life-Giving Habits
What to Read:
Chapters 24, 25, 26, 27, 28

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. Have you worked in planning in a way that fits you this week?
2. How often do you make decisions based on fear? How can considering whether you are
deciding based on love or fear help you?
3. Have you embraced filtering decisions through your purpose? You may still feel unclear
about your purpose. Remember this is a work in progress. Clarity comes over time.
4. How do you count the cost when making decisions?
5. Can you keep small decisions simple, perhaps by thinking of “no” as your default?
6. What method do you want to use as your go-to for making big decisions?
7. How can DWYWD (Decide What You Will Do) help you draw lines and make decisions?
8. Can you put the power of 20 minutes to work for you (Setting aside 20 minutes to
accomplish a piece of a task)? In what areas? What about using the Pomodoro?
9. What habits do you want to build in and how can you stack them into your existing
routine?
10. Talk about possessions and how they keep you bound. How can purging bless you?
What system or rhythm of purging do you want to put in place?

Closing the Gathering:
Remind the women which chapters to read for the next gathering and the time/place you will
meet. Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering.

Week Ten:

Time for Self, Service, and Legacy
What to Read:
Chapters 29, 30, 31

Starting the Gathering:
Open by thanking women for coming. Acknowledge the women in the group, making sure each
one feels welcomed. Either the leader or another member can pray to open the gathering.

Questions for Discussion:
1. What habits are you incorporating? Are you giving yourself a realistic goal and the grace
to endure transitions until these habits are solidified? (2 minutes per member, please)
2. What has your attitude been about self-care? Do you tend to overindulge, or do you
put yourself last on your list?
3. Do you set aside time and space to care for yourself?
4. What people in your life extend care to you?
5. In John 15, Jesus invites us to abide. What do you do to cultivate an abiding relationship
with Jesus?
6. Do you wish you weren’t the one in charge of your own self-care? How can taking
ownership for your own self-care help you move forward?
7. Do you leave room around the edges of your life to give from the overflow of your heart
and life? What helps you do this? What keeps you from doing this?
8. How do you incorporate prayer for others into your life? What can you do to help
yourself do this from a sincere heart, and not a feeling of guilty obligation?
9. What legacy do you want to leave behind? As you think of the limited amount of time
you have to invest, does this clarify how you will spend your days, weeks, and years?

Closing the Gathering:
Have each woman share the most impactful aspects of the study. If you want to share your
testimony, you can send your feedback to Patty Scott at
https://pattyhscott.com/slowdownmama.com/
Either the leader or another member can pray to close the gathering. You might want to use
the prayer on page 324.

